July 03, 2019

INTIMATION
regarding the systemic fiscal frauds and the fraud instruments practiced at Farmec SA,
accepted by the public officers and performed with the participation of some of them, under the
coordination of certain superior officers within the National Agency of Fiscal Administration
Chapter 1 – Introductory aspects
The big trading companies pay excise duties corresponding to the tariff of the excised
products, respectively for the refined alcohol and Diesel oil, and, subsequently, the officers within
these companies request the reimbursement of the excise duties, without presenting the documents
foreseen by law, a situation deliberately accepted by the fiscal officers, in the conditions in which, for
instance, the value of the excise duty is of 1000 EUR per hectoliter of alcohol with a concentration of
96% and the refined alcohol, which is not denatured in fact, can be used for the manufacturing of
alcoholic beverages, vodka, gin, whiskey, which represent a clear avoidance of the payment of the
fiscal obligations.
The officers of the National Agency of Fiscal Administration within the Surveillance
Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations, directly subordinated to the General Customs
Department, order the reimbursement of the excise duties without for the officers of the company
requesting the reimbursement to present attached to the formulated application the accounting
documents foreseen by law, which prove the effective use, in the manufacturing process, of the
excised product.
Mr. Misa Ionut knew and got involved, directly, in the protection of the illegal activities
regarding the illegal reimbursements of excise duties, considering, for instance, the situation in
which, acting as General manager of DGAMC, he transferred to this department from the
Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations the public officers Zadic, Ioan Rus,
Ioan Gligor and Sandor Marcel, contrary to the order of the Audit Court in Report from 2013, in
which it is mentioned, on page 157, that:” ANV, according to the fiscal procedure code, could have
requested the delegation of competences for the fiscal inspection to be performed by the fiscal
inspection activity from another customs structure, in order to remove any suspicion regarding the
independence of the persons performing this mission”.
The personal interest of Mr. Misa Ionut was to ensure that, within the fiscal
inspection that must be performed at Farmec SA, the fiscal inspectors from DGAMC shall not verify
and shall not underline in the Fiscal Control report the ANAF practice of failure to acknowledge the
acts of fiscal evasion and the real value of the prejudices resulting from the failure to present the
documents foreseen by law for operations with excised products, following the approval of certain
reimbursement applications of excise duties and the issuance of the ANAF decisions for
reimbursement, in the absence of any verifications regarding (the lack of) reality of the effective
consumption in the manufacturing process of the excisable product, based on fiscal documents,
respectively invoices issued and registered at clients in the country or abroad and manufacturing
recipes for the products based on excisable alcohol and the (lack of) reality of the suspect fictive
services through which, on one hand, the taxable income is artificially reduced and, on the other
hand, there are transferred amounts of money that can be connected to the approval of the
operations of illegal reimbursement of excise duties.
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This is the explanation for the fact that the same persons signed both the illegal decisions of
reimbursement of excise duties at Farmec SA, in the absence of the documents foreseen by law
regarding the effective consumption in the manufacturing process of the alcohol, and also the Fiscal
Inspection report of DGAMC on December 15, 2014, drafted following the simulation of the so-called
fiscal control at the same company in Cluj Napoca.
Mr. General Manager Misa Ionut replaced also Mr. Bogdan Stan with Mr. Ghiurca Alin on the
position of Deputy Manager of DGAMC, and the latter one travelled to Cluj to give instructions
regarding the drafting of a model of a Fiscal Inspection Report, willingly formally drafted, through
which it was established the unjustified payment obligation of the amount of 67,064,505 RON by
Farmec Sa, the purpose being to create the idea that a fiscal control was performed and to create the
conditions enabling the company to obtain the cancellation of the control report in a legal manner.
The fiscal inspection was “well-coordinated” by Mr. Misa Ionut, for the obtaining of the
desired result, in the sense that no verifications were performed regarding the frauds and the fraud
performance mechanisms, which were noticed by the undersigned with respect to the nondenaturation and lack of reality of the effective consumption of excisable alcohol in the
manufacturing process, which would have led to the need for verifications according to the
provisions of art. 108 and art. 118 paragraph 5 in Chapter V of the Fiscal procedure Code, which
establish that “the fiscal inspection considers the examination of all states of fact and legal reports
relevant for taxation or the verification of the observance manner of other obligations foreseen by
the accounting or fiscal legislation”, although the drafted report established that the Fiscal Inspection
was opened as a result of the intimation of the undersigned.
Based on these legal provisions and the elements included in the intimation of the
undersigned which determined the opening of the Fiscal Inspection, as mentioned also in the drafted
Report, the fiscal officers of the control team must perform verifications based on the fiscal
documents, respectively invoices issued by Farmec SA to the clients in the country and abroad for
products which contain excisable ethylic alcohol (of any type) and non-excisable isopropyl alcohol,
the list of products with a content of excisable and non-excisable alcohol, the manufacturing recipes
proving, in an explicit manner, the consumption and the type of the alcohol used in the
manufacturing process, and not only based on consumption bills issued by the employees of the
company and which do not represent fiscal documents, because the effective consumption of any
type of alcohol cannot be calculated and verified only based on the movements of the consumption
bills from the purchase department to the production department of the company, as it was done by
the fiscal officers Rus Ioan, Zadic Ioan, Gligor Ioan and Sandor Marcela.
The consumption bills can be relevant only ion correlation with other financial – accounting
documents which reflect the entire manufacturing process, starting from the quantity and category
of purchased alcohol, the effective consumption, both for the unfinished production, in progress and
also for the finished goods handed-over at the warehouse of the company, until the effective selling
of the finished goods which contain alcohol of any type, respectively production reports and
manufacturing recipes for the products containing excisable and non-excisable alcohol, documents
regarding the quantities of alcohol registered in the inventory and the ones on stock, invoices issued
by Farmec to the clients in the country and abroad for products containing alcohol of any type, sale
records and statements 394.
Only in this way it could have been established the reality of the consumption bills based on
which the alcohol registered in the inventory sheets corresponds, from a quantitative and qualitative
manner, with the production, manufactured and invoiced within the period subjected to the fiscal
inspection, but the control team has verified none of the aspects mentioned in the intimation,
regarding the reality / lack of reality of the use of the refined alcohol in the manufacturing process of
the goods invoiced and registered at clients, and the situation represented by the fact that the fiscal
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inspectors failed to request and the officers of Farmec SA failed to present the proving documents
regarding the effective consumption of alcohol, fully justify the conclusion that the Fiscal Inspection
was formal and that it accepted and ignored the fact that, even the quantity of 1,500,000 liters of
refined alcohol was not denatured, according to the provisions of art. 200 and art. 206 in the Fiscal
Code, , according to the provisions of art. 200 and art. 206 in the Fiscal Code, in the conditions in
which the denaturant was not registered in the inventory of Farmec SA, it benefited from
reimbursement decisions of the excise duties from ANAF, illegally obtaining important amounts of
money to the national budget.
Mr. Misa Ionut has exercised influences also in the other departments of ANAF for the
maintenance and protection of the fiscal frauds with reimbursements of excise duties, the proof of
his involvement being represented by a hand written documents with the content “Measures
without DNA”, through which he has blocked the proposal of the ANAF Department of Integrity of
notification of the criminal investigation bodies regarding the possible facts under their jurisdiction,
facts acknowledged by the integrity inspectors following the verifications performed based on the
repeated intimations of the undersigned.

This action of Mr. Misa Ionut can be determined by the fact that, before the management
positions held in ANAF, he was an employee of the private domain, in a trading company, coshareholder of a vinicultural farm, at Murfatlar, and, which, according to DNA, has prejudiced the
national budget with 600,000,000 RON, and the Murfatlar-Euroavipo Group was the main supplier of
non-denatured alcohol of Farmec SA, with more than 1,500,000 liters, operations regarding which
ANAF has performed no verifications until now, ignoring the evidences, the accounting documents,
from which it results that the alcohol quantity equal to the quantity of denaturant was not registered
in the inventory of the company, the mentioned alcohol quantity not being denatured.
Chapter 2 – The justified interest to formulate the intimation
2.1. The capacity of founder shareholder, with a particpation of 32,06% to the equity
capital, on the privatization date of the company FARMEC SA
I, the undersigned, am a founder shareholder at the company Farmec SA, with the office in
Cluj, Sole Registration Number 199150, starting with the privatization date in 1995, a date on which
the persons from the families TURDEAN and PÂNTEA acquired a number of shares representing 0.5%
from the equity capital of the company.
In 2002, the accounting value of the price per share was between 12 and 18 RON,
and in 2009 of 44.2 RON, in time the directors of Farmec SA proposed and ordered successive
increases of equity capital with shares at a price of 2.5 RON per share, within the entire period 20022009, and created a difference of 69,386,700 RON, an amount reflecting a reduction of the value per
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share of bout 20-30 times, compared to the pack of about 280,000 shares, legally held by the
undersigned in 2002.
Currently, following certain illegal actions of equity capital increase, performed by members
of the two families, through the fraudulent and abusive exercising of the capacity of director,
successively held by them within the company, I can exercise my shareholder rights only
corresponding to the same number of shares, but which represent only 8.81% from the equity capital
of Farmec SA..
2.2. The obtaining of the control of Farmec SA by persons from the families Turdean and
Pântea, through illegal actions, with the consequence of fraud against the national budget and the
patrimony of the company
Within the period 2002-2016, benefiting from the simultaneous capacity of directors,
managers an shareholders, the above-mentioned persons decided the issuance of a number of
25,294,256 shares at the price of 2.5 RON/share, the equivalent of 0.5 USD, an under-evaluated price
for more than 30 timed towards the accounting value of each share, through successive and illegal
increases of equity capital, with the denial of the right of the undersigned to subscribe for the newly
issued shares, through the failure to observe the provisions of art. 216 and art. 217 of Law 31/1990
and of the Second Directive of the European Council.
On the privatization date of the company, the price per share represented the
equivalent of 16 USD, and, through the subsequent illegal increases, the shares were issued with a
price representing the equivalent of only 0.6 USD and, therefore, in the conditions of the limitation
of my right to subscribe and to acquire new shares, in relation to the participation to the initial equity
capital, the families Turdean and Pântea acquired most of the new issued shares and, so, they hold
together more than 67% from the equity capital and the control of Farmec SA.
Following the acquiring and exercising of the control over the company, the members of the
two families, using their capacity as shareholders of Farmec SA, decided the annual purchase of large
quantities of refined alcohol, in regime of exemption from the payment of the excise duties, alcohol
which was not denatured according to the provisions of art. 200 Fiscal Code, and it was not proved
that, in reality, the alcohol was entirely used in the manufacturing process.
The directors of the share company, in complicity with persons from the company,
issued invoices with products containing alcohol, with the purpose to create the idea of the use
within the manufacturing process of the entire purchased quantity, invoices which were presented to
the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations for the obtaining of the
exemption decisions from the payment of the excise duties, and, subsequently, a part of these
invoices were canceled, not-cashed or removed from the accountancy, corresponding to the
excisable alcohol, related to which it was not proved with invoices registered at clients that the
alcohol was entirely used in the manufacturing process.

2.3. The continuity of the fraud actions of the national budget and prejudicing of the
patrimony of the company, in the conditions of the failure to fulfill, willingly, the attributions
conferred by the law of the control structures within ANAF, through the influence exercised by
persons with management positions within this institution
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Thesis 1. The General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers, coordinated by Mr. Misa
Ionut performed no verifications regarding the reality of the suspect fictive services for which the big
companies expatriate huge values of non-taxable income, even if the companies with Romanian
capital, small and medium-sized, in absolute value, pay to the state a larger amount corresponding to
the tax on profit..
The Directive No. 1164 in 2016, adopted by the Council of Europe represents a legislative
active with the purpose for the multinational companies which activate in the Member States of the
European Union not to able to avoid the taxation of the real profits obtained in the countries where
they perform their activity, emphasizing the finding that “in the effort to reduce their global fiscal
obligations, the groups of companies started more and more to reduce the taxable base and to
transfer
profits
(BEPS)”
(https://publications.europa.eu/ro/publication-detail//publication/029ea67e-4d76-11e6-89bd-01aa75ed71a1).
Even if the profit transferred to other countries by the large companies is obtained in
Romania, they do not pay tax on profit corresponding to the values of expatriated profit and, so, until
now, the large companies have paid tax on profit only for a small part of the profit obtained in
Romania.
The unequal treatment displayed by the ANAF officers regarding the small and medium-sized
companies, compared to the large and multinational companies regarding the real value of the tax
on profit paid by the large companies represents a masked state support, granted for years to the
companies which transfer their profit to other countries, in exchange of suspect fictive services.
These fiscal practices are tacit or willingly accepted and promoted by public officers of ANAFDGAMC and represent an unequal treatment in the enforcement of the law on the payment of tax of
10% for all legal persons set up in Romania, a situation which created a corrupt business climate and
lifestyle, because of a burdening fiscal framework for the activity developed by the small and
medium-sized companies, with Romanian capital, which do not transfer their profit to other
countries as suspect fictive services.
This unequal climate of law enforcement regarding the establishing and payment obligation
of the tax on profit, in time, has generated an unfair competitive framework, which, on one hand,
determined the small and medium-sized companies to accumulate debts, a situation in which it was
limited their access to European funds for development, because one of the conditions is for the
company not to have debts and, on the other hand, seven million of Romanian persons left the
country, in the context in which the small and medium-sized companies with Romanian capital,
which could offer them work places, are in a difficult situation.
The General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers, the General Department
against Fiscal Fraud and the Risk Department within ANAF were not interested in acknowledging and
establishing, within the fiscal inspections at the large companies (multinational), the reality or lack of
reality of the possible fictive services and the transactions with the parent companies, corresponding
to which the companies paid significant large amounts registered as deductible expenses, having as a
result the reduction of the taxable mass and, implicitly, of the tax on profit due to the Romanian
state, which represents, in fact, an “export of the incomes” to countries with Offshore fiscal regime
and the avoidance of the fiscal regime in Romania, which must be observed only by the small and
medium-sized companies.

Thesis 2.
The ANAF practice is represented by the reimbursement of the excise duties in illegal
conditions, without for the requesting economic agents to prove, with accounting documents, the
effective consumption in the manufacturing process of the excised product (alcohol, Diesel oil, etc),
for which it is requested the reimbursement of the excise duties, for the protection of the interests
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of the beneficiaries of the amounts resulted from frauds and contrary to the public interest,
represented by the correct cashing of the excise duties to the state budget.
The fiscal frauds with excised products which, subsequently, were subjected to the
reimbursement regime of excise duties, without verifications and accounting documents to prove the
effective consumption in the manufacturing process of the alcohol, exempted from the payment of
the excise duties, with the result of the obtaining of a non-taxed profit and expatriated as payments
of important amounts of money, to foreign accounts, for suspect fictive services, are maintained for
decades and are accepted by the public officers and the persons with management positions within
the ANAF departments, following the influence exercised by organized groups of interests.
Neither the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations within the
National Customs Authority nor the inspectors within the General Department of Administration of
the Big Taxpayers, both institutions subordinated to the National Agency of Fiscal Administration
(ANAF), even if they were notified for many times regarding the frauds performed through
commercial operations with excised products, performed their legal obligations with the occasion of
the issuance of the reimbursement decisions of the excise duties or within the fiscal inspections,
formally performed, without verifying:
- legalitatea activitatilor comerciale a acelor agenti economici care au intocmit cereri de
restituire a accizelor, fara sa prezinte funcţionarilor publici din cadrul ANAF documentele prevazute
in lege privind consumul efectiv in fabricatie al produselor accizate, dovedit cu facturi inregistrate la
clienti din tara si din strainatate
- The reality of the invoices and manufacturing recipes at the alcohol containing products.
- the reality of the suspect fictive services for which the economic agents paid large amounts
of money registered on deductible expenses, operations through which, on one hand, the taxable
profit of the companies is reduced and, on the other hand, these can represent money transfers
performed in exchange of the illegal reimbursements of excise duties.
- the reality of the invoices which were not registered at clients and were cancelled or
registered on non-deductible expenses, operations that reduced the taxable income, prejudicing
both the national budget and also the company, following the failure to pay the excise duty
amounting 1000 EUR per hectoliter, and, in reality, they can represent money transfers to persons in
the group of interests set up for the maintenance of these illegal activities.
- the effective consumptions in the manufacturing process (the purpose for which it was
granted the reimbursement of the excise duties) and proved with fiscal documents, in relation to the
manufacturing recipes at the goods which contain excised products (alcohol, Diesel oil, etc).
- the registration at clients, proved with NIRs, of the invoices issued for excised products and
which, after being presented to the ANAF officers, were registered on non-deductible expenses,
were cancelled.
- the reality of the reintroduction in the stock of finished goods, proved with NIRs, of the
products corresponding to the issued invoices which were subsequently cancelled.
- the real and effective consumption in the manufacturing process of the refined alcohol, in
the context in which the company Farmec SA has purchased both non-excisable isopropyl alcohol,
entirely used, and excised refined alcohol, with a concentration of 96%, not denatured according to
the law, which can be used at the production of alcoholic beverages, vodka, gin, whisky, liqueur, etc,,
related to which it was not proved and established the effective use in the manufacturing process.
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- the list of the alcohol containing products and the list with the products which contain
isopropyl alcohol in non-excisable regime, considering the fact that the company Farmec SA has
constantly purchased large quantities of isopropyl alcohol from the suppliers BRENNTAG ROMÂNIA,
Druckfarben România PL Cluj and which was not entirely used in the manufacturing process.
Evidence No.2 – a document presenting five requests for the reimbursement of the excise duties,
fiscal control protocols with the occasion of the reimbursement of the excise duties and decisions for
the reimbursement of the excise duties, without for the economic agent Farmec SA to present the
documents foreseen by law regarding the effective use of alcohol in the manufacturing process. It
can be noticed from the photocopy below that, on the first page of the reimbursement request
(statement 321), Farmec SA does not present the documents regarding the effective consumption of
alcohol but it benefits from the reimbursement decision of the excise duties, contrary to the law.
All departments within ANAF knew about this fraud system, through the intimations of the
undersigned, and manifested passivity regarding the willing violation of the law by the officers of the
company and by the public officers of the National Agency of Fiscal Administration.

Evidence No 3 – sentence No. 46/2015 of the Court of Appeal Cluj, from which it results that the
economic agent Farmec SA failed to fulfill the fiscal norms regarding the reimbursement of the excise
duties and the lack of coherence of the fiscal authorities (according to the excerpt on page 15):
„Additionally, one of the conditions foreseen in the fiscal norms for the reimbursement of the
excise duties was the presentation of the proof of the quantity used for the purpose for which the
exemption is granted, represented by a centralizing situation of the effectively used quantities and
related documents. From here it clearly results that the respective decisions for reimbursement of the
excise duties within the period 2009-2011 are in contradiction with the findings in the fiscal inspection
report and the measures from the taxation decisions, for the same period, the Court acknowledging
the lack of coherence of the fiscal authorities, considering also the relatively large period of time in
which the reimbursement decisions were issued”.

Evidence No 4 – excerpt from the internal control report drafted by the Department of Integrity of
ANAF (page 133) which presents the fact that it has acknowledged the practice, for a long period of
time, of the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations to reimburse the
excise duties, through the issuance of decisions without for the economic agent Farmec SA to
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present accounting documents regarding the effective consumption in the manufacturing process of
the excised alcohol, but it benefited from these decisions of reimbursement of the excise duties:
„..in the conditions in which the company failed to present to the fiscal body a document
presenting the calculation manner of the production cost and implicitly the quantity of ethylic alcohol
used for the manufacturing of each type of cosmetic product, the fiscal body did not have enough
information for the establishing of the reality of the consumption of raw materials, respectively
ethylic alcohol in correlation to the quantity of finished goods and goods in process of
manufacturing”.
Evidence No 5 – The RIF on December 15, 2014, which states the fact that the fiscal inspection was
started following the intimations of the undersigned, but, in reality, the fiscal control failed to
perform the verifications included in the intimations, as it results from address No. 3770/2016 of the
ANAF Department of Integrity, which confirmed that DGAMC performed no fiscal verifications
regarding the intimations of the petitioner, meaning the undersigned, as it is mentioned in the RIF by
the fiscal inspectors.
In the fiscal inspection report, we can see the formulation “denatured alcohol and
appendices 11 and 12 to the fiscal inspection report, signed by the fiscal inspectors and the
employees of Farmec SA, where we can see that the alcohol was not denatured.
- in appendix 11, at position 1, we can see 29,714 liters of refined alcohol and 562 liters of
denaturant, resulting the quantity of 30,276 liters of denatured ethylic alcohol, while in appendix 12,
at position 1, it is registered only the quantity of 29,714 liters of “taken-over denatured ethylic
alcohol” by Farmec SA, meaning exactly the quantity of refined ethylic alcohol, without the quantity
of denaturant.
- in appendix 11, at position 2, we can see 29,359 liters of refined alcohol and 566 liters of
denaturant, resulting the quantity of 29,925 liters of denatured ethylic alcohol, while in appendix 12,
at position 2, it is registered only the quantity of 29,359 liters of “taken-over denatured ethylic
alcohol” by Farmec SA, meaning exactly the quantity of refined ethylic alcohol, without the quantity
of denaturant.

Thesis 3 – The ANAF management and the Departments within this institution have ignored the
frauds and law violations even after the findings of the external auditors of the Audit Court or of the
own officers of the Integrity Department of ANAF.
The findings of the Audit Court confirm the violation of the law by the customs officers within
the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations, subordinated to the National
Agency of Fiscal Administration (ANAF), which returned the excise duties without performing crossed
verifications regarding the reality of the consumption of the alcohol in the manufacturing process
and accepted the conditions imposed by the company.
Additionally, the Audit Court recommends that, on the future, the fiscal control to be
performed with persons from another structure and other locality to avoid other influence and
suspicion, but the customs bodies and also the fiscal control bodies have ignored this
recommendation of the Audit Court and have performed the fiscal control with persons in the
locality where the company has the office.
Evidence No. 6 – the findings of the Audit Court regarding the violation of the law by the
customs officers and remedy measures established since 2013, not fulfilled by ANAF until now:
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The Audit Court, in the Report in 2013 (page 149-159), acknowledged the violation of the
law by the customs officers within ANAF, who reimbursed the excise duties to Farmec SA within the
period 2007-2011, without requesting from the company the documents foreseen by law regarding
the effective consumption of alcohol in the manufacturing process, the manufacturing recipes for
alcohol containing products, and, therefore, ANAF accepted the reimbursement of the excise duties
in the conditions imposed by Farmec SA.
The findings and remedy measures of the Audit Court were ignored by the Customs
Department, through the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations, by the
General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers and by the General Department of
Integrity.
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The General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers, coordinated by
Mr. Misa Ionut, favored the frauds and the persons from the groups of interests, violated
intentionally / with interest the law and the remedy measures of the external auditors from the
Audit Court.
Evidence No. 7 – The external auditors of the Audit Court ordered for ANAF to use the fiscal officers
from other departments (according to the excerpt on page 157) ” ANV, according to the fiscal
procedure code, could have requested the delegation of competences for the fiscal inspection to be
performed by the fiscal inspection activity from another customs structure, in order to remove any
suspicion regarding the independence of the persons performing this mission”.
Mr. Misa Ionut, as Manager at DGAMC, not only that he failed to fulfill one of the
remedy measures of the Audit Court, but he brought to DGAMC preferred inspectors for the signing
of the control report with the desired content, respectively Rus Ioan, Zadic Ioan and Sandor Marcela,
who, previously, participated in the signing of legal decisions of reimbursement of the excise duties
to Farmec Sa, and, contrary to the measure ordered by the Audit Court, appointed tham to sign the
fiscal inspection report concluded at the company, on December 15, 2014, which illegality was
confirmed through sentence No. 46/2016 of the Court of Appeal Cluj and decision No.
3921/November 14, 2018 of ICCJ.
Evidence No. 8 – Excerpt from the Internal control report of the Integrity Department of ANAF:
”…the dfiscal inspection team, consisting of Rus Ioan-Vasile, Zadic Ioan and Şandor Marcela-Mihaela
under the coordination of Mr. Gligor Ioan failed to observe the provisions of art. 8 in O.P.A.N.A.F. No.
467/2013 and resumed the fiscal inspection even if they acknowledged that the conditions foreseen
at art, 5 letter e) in the same normative act were not fulfilled…”
Mr. Misa Ionut removed Mr. Stan Bogdan from the position of Deputy manager of the Fiscal
Inspection Department (DGAMC) and appointed Mr. Ghiurca Alin, who mentioned, with handwriting,
on the intimation of the undersigned ”with discussion”, but, subsequently, he travelled to Cluj, with
the purpose and result of the drafting of a formal fiscal inspection report, ”executed” in emergency
regime and in order to enable the company Farmec SA the obtaining of the cancellation in court, a
thing which was accomplished.
I ask you to request from the Integrity Department the Internal Control report of ANAF,
concluded in 2018 regarding the ANAF officers, who protect the fiscal frauds at Farmec SA.
Evidence No. 9 – The internal control report of the Integrity Department regarding Ghiurca Alin:
„...he thinks the he requested to the fiscal inspection team the drafting of the above-mentioned point
of view, but he states that in many situations he drafted notifications which he presented to the
management, the more so as on the first two addresses it was written the resolution ”please discuss”,
and in order to discuss he must have previously notified the management…”
”…he confirms that within the period March 11, 2014 – December 14, 2014, Mr. Alin Aurel Ghiurcă,
deputy general manager, travelled to Cluj where he participated in the activity analysis meeting, and
he read the draft of the Fiscal inspection report and made certain observations. The above-mentioned
person and Mr. Rus Ioan took part in the meeting. Mr. Alin Ghiurcă also requested the drafting, in
emergency regime, of the Fiscal Inspection Report…”
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Evidence No. 10 – The president of ANAF, Mr. Misa Ionut, kept in the record for more than 100 days
the proposal of the General Department of Integrity of notification of the competent legal bodies
regarding the possible criminal nature acts, which, in September 2018, returned to the respective
department accompanied by a note containing the handwritten observation ”measures without
DNA”, without any motivation.

Chapter 3 – The fraud against the national budget through operations with excised
products and the illegal reimbursement of the due excise duties, and also through the payment of
suspect fictive services, registered as deductible expenses. Fraud modalities and instruments
known, accepted and protected by ANAF
3.1. Fraud mechanisms / instruments against the national budged and the patrimony of
Farmec SA through operations with excised products and the reimbursement of the excise duties
to the fiscal bodies, in the conditions of violation of the legal norms.
The first fraud instrument is represented by the fact that the economic agent Farmec SA
purchased excised alcohol, for which it paid the excise duties, alcohol which was not denatured and
for which, subsequently, it requested the reimbursement of the excise duties without presenting the
accounting justifying documents foreseen by law, respectively the documents which ”prove the
quantity used for the purpose for which the exemption is granted, consisting of a centralizing
situation of the effectively used quantity and of the related documents”, contrary to the provisions of
point 22 paragraph 34) in the Fiscal Code and with the violation of the provisions of art. 200 and art.
206 Fiscal Code, according to which the reimbursement of the excise duties can be requested and
obtained only if the alcohol was denatured according to the law.
We present evidences which prove that, even if the alcohol was not denatured
according to the law, the ANAF officers ordered the reimbursement of the excise duties with the
violation of the fiscal norms, in the conditions in which the alcohol without denaturant can be used
for the manufacturing of alcoholic beverage.
Evidence No. 11 – Explanatory note, purchase invoiced of the quantity of about 1,500,000 liters of
non-denatured alcohol, preparation reports, DAI, sealing protocols at the supplier, unsealing
protocols at the beneficiary, CMR, entry – taken-over notes at Farmec SA (NIR) which present the
lack of the denaturant in the inventory of the company, a situation in which the economic agent still
benefited from decisions of the ANAF representatives for the reimbursement of the excise duties
which, in fact, were due by the beneficiary company.
Evidence No.12 – The report of the Financial Guard – General Commissioner’s Office, drafted on
March 15, 2010, which presents the absence of the denaturant from the inventory of the company
(according to the excerpt): “From the lab test performed on ten samples of Airwick odorizing
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product, sampled by the Financial Guard from the distributor from Romania of such products
manufactured by Reckitt Benckiser from Hungary it resulted the absence of the propylene glycol
denaturant from the composition of the fluid contained in the odorizing sprays”.
Evidence No. 13 – Explanatory Note and Appendices 11 and 12 to the Fiscal Inspection report
drafted by the General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers, on December 15, 2014,
which present the fact that the fiscal inspectors found out that about 1,500,000 liters of refined
alcohol contained no denaturant, but they failed to present the failure to observe the law regarding
the issuance of the reimbursement decisions of the excise duties for this quantity of refined alcohol,
even if the denaturant quantity corresponding to the transformation process in alcohol exempted
from the payment of the excise duties was not registered in the inventory of F. SA.
Evidence No. 14 – Court Decisions in file No. 4107/117/2013, respectively the sentence No. 14178 /
October 14, 2013 and decision No. 99/2015 of the Court of Appeal Galati, which presents the lack of
the denaturant according to the law.
Evidence No. 15 – Excerpts from the expertise Mandru Gheorghe, Violeta Radu and Vulpoi Marcel,
drafted in the criminal file No. 316/P/2012 of the Public Prosecutor’s Office attached to Bucharest
Court, which presents the absence of the denaturant:
- „...the failure to use the drafting procedure of the invoices issued by the supplier (used only
for Invoice No. 6984131 / September 12, 2007 – invoice which clearly presents the quantity expressed
in liters of purchased denatured ethylic alcohol), led to the failure to register in the subsequently
issued documents, based on the supplier’s invoice, of the quantity of denaturant used in the
denaturation process” (page 62).
- „In order to establish if in the manufacturing process of the products of „Smart aerosols”/ AIR
WICK type the used alcohol was denatured or not with propanediol, there were assessed the proofs as
follows: Following the analysis of the specifications of the products representing the object of the
collaboration agreement between RECKITT BENCKISER and FARMEC SA, it results the fact that, at the
disposal of the expertise, there exist two sets of documents, both issued by RECKITT BENCKISER, which
contain contradictory information, respectively, one tells about Ethanol and other about Denatured
Ethanol 99%. In this situation, the expertise cannot conclude regarding the used type of alcohol”
(page 283)
Evidence No. 16 - The safety data sheet of the product Air Wick, produced by Farmec SA for Reckitt
Benckiser, from which it results the non-denaturation of ethylic alcohol, considering the mentions in
the documents of the company, from which the following aspects result:
-

the absence of the denaturant 1.2 propanediol with No. CAS 57-55-6
the use of ethanol in the manufacturing process of the product, meaning non-denatured refined
ethylic alcohol.

Evidence No. 17- The manufacturing recipe of the product „AirWick 250 ml”, a document issued by
SC Reckitt Benckiser with the office in Hungary, which was requested from this company by the
Financial Guard, through ANAF, a document filed in the criminal file with sole number 3164/P/2012
of PTB, from which it results that the product Air Wick does not contain 1.2 propanediol, the used
alcohol being ethylic alcohol (ethanol), which proves the fact that the alcohol used by Farmec SA for
the product Air Wick was not denatured.
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Evidence No. 18 - The fiscal inspection report which presents the fact that the company has used
for the manufacturing of a number of 62 items (according to the excerpt on page 8: “from the
verified documents it was found out that the denatured ethylic alcohol was used in production within
the period January 2006- January 2009 for the manufacturing of 62 items (finished goods, semifinished goods and testers)”, which the expertise in file No. 3164/P/2012, to which I have previously
made reference,, states that the company used alcohol for the manufacturing of a number of 93
finished goods (according to the excerpt: “It was drafted a centralizing situation from which it results
the fact that within the analyzed period, the company used the ethylic alcohol in order to obtain 93
items, finished goods, semi-finished goods and testers”), a situation which proves the fact that the
company presented contradictory and uncompliant information with the real economic operations.

Evidence No. 19 - The protocol on March 30, 2009, concluded by the customs officers (Ciuban
Doru, Pop Ioan) with the occasion of the verification of the reimbursement of the excise duties, in
which it is mentioned that the “Denatured ethylic alcohol was taken-over in two different
warehouses, each one with its own evidence through the FIFO method, the first taking-over being, in
both cases, for the goods supplied by Euroavipo Grup SRL....”; „....From the verification of the
warehouse sheets, it was found out that the data in them do not entirely correspond to the
reimbursement requests, the latter ones containing wrong data and calculation errors”, and,
therefore, it was found out that Farmec SA holds two warehouses with different inventories for the
excised refined alcohol, a circumstance underlining an obvious separation of the denatured refined
alcohol from the non-denatured alcohol , both of them being excised products, and also irregularities
in the management of the excised alcohol.
The second instrument of the fiscal fraud and of the fraud of the company Farmec SA is
represented by the creation of an appearance regarding the use of the excised product in the
manufacturing process of certain finished goods, through the issuance of invoices to the clients in the
country and abroad, which are presented to the customs / fiscal officers, but, subsequently, the
operations are closed in the accountancy through the setting up of provisions and the registration on
non-deductible expenses, which means that the company paid, in an unjustified manner, a tax on
profit amounting 16%, a prejudice to which it is added the counter-value of the alcohol which was
not effectively used in the manufacturing process.
Evidence No. 20 – Excerpts of the balance sheets of the company Farmec SA, which present
the fact that the officers of the share company have registered on non-deductible expenses and
provisions more than 60,000,000 RON, equivalent to more than 15,000,000 EUR, to create the idea
that the alcohol was used in the manufacturing process and in order to obtain reimbursement
decisions regarding the excise duties legally paid and due.
The third fraud instrument consists of the issuance of certain invoices for products
containing excisable alcohol, following denaturation, presented to the customs officers for the
obtaining of the reimbursement decisions of the excise duties, and, subsequently, these invoices
were cancelled for products which, in reality, were not delivered and the invoices were not registered
at clients and the respective products were not introduced in the stock of the company, based on
Entry – taking-over Notes (NIRs).
The fiscal officers, willingly, made no verifications regarding the reality of these
invoices, if these were registered with NIRs in the accounting evidences of the clients to which they
were issued and, also, no verifications were performed if the finished goods were reintroduced in the
inventory of Farmec, following the cancellation of the invoices to the clients.
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Evidence No. 21 – Protocol on June 21, 2017, concluded by the fiscal inspectors Cuc Mariana, Minuta
Angela, Nicola Horea Ioan, Ratiu Rodica Mariana (all with domicile in Cluj), within the General
Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers, from which it results that, for instance, in 2015,
it was found an excessive high number of cancelled invoices, with a suspect high value, but no
verifications were performed regarding the reality and legality of these invoices and related
accounting operations, binding during the fiscal inspection, according to the provisions of art. 108
and art. 118 paragraph (5) in chapter V of the Fiscal Code.
3.2. Mecanisme/Instrumente de fraudare a bugetului de stat şi a patrimoniului Farmec SA
prin plata unor servicii suspect fictive, înregistrate drept cheltuieli deductibile
The maintenance of the fraud mechanisms through operations with excisable products,
which result was represented by the illegal reimbursement of excise duties, was also achieved
through certain money transfers to companies in the country and abroad for the exchange of suspect
fictive services, which contributed to the artificial reduction of the taxable income of the company
through the registration of the payments on deductible expenses, a practice accepted and tolerated
by ANAF.
The fiscal officers made no verifications regarding the reality of the possible fictive services,
for which the economic agents paid important amounts of money to companies in the country and
abroad, including lawyers and neither the transfer of large amounts of money to bank accounts of
certain companies from countries with offshore fiscal regime, through which it was reduced the
taxable income of Farmec SA.
The fiscal officers did not verify the reality and proportionality of the amounts of money from the
legal assistance agreements concluded between the company and lawyers, respectively they failed to
compare the value paid for legal assistance and the value of the legal assistance agreements
concluded by the same lawyers with the directors / managers of the company, as natural persons, in
files in which the capacity of party, offender or suspect belongs both to the company and also to the
directors or managers of the company, to reveal the manner in which the funds of the company are
defrauded to the benefit of its directors.
Evidence No. 22 - excerpt from the intimation to DGAMC on September 14, 2017 regarding examples
of suspect fictive services:
(i) the transfer of the amount of 4,500,000 RON + VAT to the company NET BRINEL, belonging to
Marcel Borodi, the brother of Mirel Borodi, the owner of MIORIŢA Register, depositary of the shares
of Farmec SA, in the records of the shares and shareholders, does not present the payments of the
shareholders made for the shares and the payment documents (receipts, PO), as it is foreseen by law,
and who, in file No. 1021/1285/2016 of the Specialized Court Cluj, presented the shareholder register
without the information foreseen by law and requested by the judge (see evidence No. 21 – the
address of the Court to Miorita Register and the received answer).
(ii) the transfer of the amount of 700,000 EUR to the company ALLPINGTON INVESTMENT LIMITED,
with the office in Cyprus and having the offshore legal regime, a company related to Rovana Plumb,
vice-president of Social Democratic Party, former minister of the Government of Romania and current
vice-president of the socialist group in the European Parliament, and the money returned to
Romania, by the Office for the Control and Prevention of Money Laundering refused to answer to the
criminal investigation bodies of the police regarding the entire circuit of the amount of money and
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who are its final beneficiaries, confirming only the transfer of the amount of 60,000 EUR to an
account of Alpha Bank in Romania.
(iii) within the period 2012-2015, Farmec made suspect transactions with companies from other
countries, delivering products to the exchange of alleged services which reality or utility was not
verified by the fiscal inspectors or proved by the company:


there were invoiced products amounting 1,800,000 RON to SUIT 4U KFT from Hungary, the
price of the products was not cashed, being compensated through alleged services purchased
by the directors of the company from the same company in Hungary and at about the same
price.



there were invoiced products amounting 3,100,000 RON to TARGET SALES GROUP from
Hungary, the price of the products was not cashed, being compensated through alleged
services purchased by the directors of the company from the same company in Hungary with
disproportionate or fictive values.

(iv) the transfer of large amounts of money to certain companies through which they reached to
commercial companies indirectly controlled by the directors of Farmec SA, ignoring the rules
regarding the conflict of interests and having as consequence the damaging of the interest of the
company and of the shareholders, and also the prejudice of its patrimony and of the national budget:
within the period 2007-2015, the directors of Farmec SA concluded, on behalf of the company, legal
documents with AROBS TRANSILVANIA SOFTWARE, with the field of activity „Customized software
performance activities”, and the amounts of money transferred to the account of this company were
re-transferred to the company CONTPRIV SRL, within the period 2008-2012 and, within the period
2012-2014, to the company ASTARTE LINE SRL, held by Deaconu Adela, the daughter of Pântea Petru
Iacob, director of Farmec.
 within the period 2007-2014, the directors of Farmec SA, concluded, on behalf of the
company, simulated legal reports with the company CARPAT INVESTMENT SRL, held by Deaconu
Adela and Deaconu Aurelian Călin, the daughter and son in law of the director Pântea Petru Iacob,
respectively the sister and the brother-in-law of Pântea Lucian, currently, the director of Farmec SA.
 within the period 2008-2010, concluded, on behalf of the company, simulated legal reports
with the company GREEN COMPUTERS SRL, held by Pântea Lucian, the son of the director Pântea
Petru Iacob
Evidence No. 23 – The intimations registered at DGAMV under no. 14324 / February 17, 2015,
1177438 / July 25, 2014, 1149815/May 06, 2014 and on February 08, 2017 were sent also to the email address (ionut.misa@anaf.ro) on September 08, 2014 and February 01, 2017 and they
presented, with no result, the fact that Farmec SA registered on non-deductible expenses, by setting
up provisions, invoiced for alcohol containing products with a value exceeding 15,000,000 EUR,
invoices to the clients in the country and abroad, issued only to create the idea of the use in the
manufacturing process of refined alcohol, for the defrauding of the national budget with the countervalue of the excise duty and the defrauding of the share company through the failure to use in the
manufacturing process of the alcohol and its use in an illegal manner.
3.3. ANAF and the Departments within the structure of this institution knew, protected
and accepted the defrauding manners and instruments against the national budget.
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Persons with management or execution positions within the General Department of
Administration of the Big Taxpayers, Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs
Operations within the General Customs Department, General Department against Fiscal Fraud, Legal
department, General Department of Integrity, with the involvement and protection provided by
certain persons holding the capacity of President of ANAF, since 2007 until now, knew and accepted
de defrauding of the national budget and of the patrimony of the company by the officers of Farmec
SA, with the support of certain groups of interests and failed to fulfill the attributions according to
the law, with the result of the maintenance of the defrauding mechanisms and with the failure to
remedy the significant prejudices caused through illegal operations.
The General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers, through the appointed fiscal
inspectors, made no verifications regarding the proving documents with respect to the effective
consumption of alcohol which the officers of the economic agent Farmec SA presented to the
General Customs Department, respectively to the public officers within the Surveillance Department
of Excise Duties, attached to each reimbursement request of the excise duties corresponding to the
alcohol acquisitions and the reality of the accounting documents based on which there were issued
the reimbursement decisions by ANAF, neither in the fiscal inspection finalized with the RIF on
December 15, 2014, nor in the fiscal control finalized with the protocol on June 21, 2017, and ignored
the intimation of the undersigned, registered under No. 915705 / September 14, 2017, regarding the
documents presented by Farmec SA with the occasion of the submission of the reimbursement
requests of the excise duties, and also the intimations in 2011 and 2012 regarding the illegal
operations with alcohol and certain payments for suspect fictive services made by this company, with
the result of the obtaining of the reimbursement of the excise duties for excisable refined alcohol
quantities which was not denatured and was not effectively used in the manufacturing process.
From the perspective in which the findings of the Audit Court were ignored by the General
Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers at the fiscal inspection on December 15, 2014
(cancelled by the court), the protocol on June 21, 2017 and also during the fiscal inspection currently
in progress at DGAMC, it was created the DGAMC practice coordinated by persons who are part of
the group of interests regarding the idea of fiscal control (formal) within DGAMC in the context of the
following arguments:
(1) the necessary accounting documents were not requested and
(2) no verifications were performed regarding the reality of the fiscal operations and records of
the deliveries to the clients which finished goods contain alcohol,
(3) no verifications were performed
o
if the invoices issued by Farmec, cancelled, (which represent between 10% and 15%
from the total of the invoices issued by Farmec), are registered at the clients and
o
Farmec,

if the products are registered as reintroduced in the stock from the inventory of

(4) no crossed verifications were performed with respect to the invoices issued by Farmec,
which were not cashed, but were closed in the accountancy on non-deductible expenses, invoices
issued by Farmec and not cashed, amounting more than 15,000,000 EUR.
(5) no verifications were performed regarding the reality of certain fictive services of more than
80,000,000 RON without VAT, money transfers to legal and natural persona, lawyers, clients in the
country and from banking accounts with Offshore fiscal regime which annually reduced the taxable
profit.
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Crossed verifications were formally performed based on agreement with the economic
agents so that, the documents requested by DGAMC through Cuc Mariana, Minuta Angela, Nicola
Horea Ioan, Ratiu Rodica Mariana not to emphasize the incompliances, the fisctive records as effect
of the fiscal frauds, according to the excerpts from the DGAMC requests of crossed verifications.

Evidence No. 40 - it presents the willingly made requests of incomplete documents within certain
crossed verifications, formal, in order not to be able to prove the incompliances which, at that time,
exceeded 100,000,000 RON as effect of certain fictive registrations made with the occasion of the
fiscal frauds. Therefore, the DGAMC inspectors, Cuc Mariana, Minuta Angela, Nicola Horea Ioan,
Ratiu Rodica Mariana made formal verifications through the requests of incomplete documents. For
instance:
„The object of the crossed examination.
Considering the above-mentioned aspects, it is necessary the performance of a crossed
control for the establishing, for each point, as follows:
For point 1. – the reality of the amounts declared by the company Farmec SA as deliveries to
METRO CASH &CARRY ROMANIA SRL in the informative statements regarding the deliveries / services
and acquisitions made on the territory of Romania (statement394) related to the period 2010-2015.
- if the operations registered on the issued invoices were registered correctly in the shopping
books in the VAT settlements and verification balances related to the periods in which the invoices
were issued
- if the account activities 401 suppliers – analytical FARMEC SA, within the above-mentioned
periods correspond to the amounts registered in the Appendices to Statements 394, drafted for the
same periods.
Please send us, in copy, the shhets of account 401 Clients – analytical FARMEC SA.
For point 2. – the reality of the amounts declared by the company FARMEC SA as acquisitions from
METRO CASH & CARRY ROMANIA SRL.
- if the operations registered on the issued invoices were registered correctly in the shopping
books in the VAT settlements and verification balances related to the periods in which the invoices
were issued.
- if the account activities 411 Clients – analytical FARMEC SA, within the above-mentioned
periods correspond to the amounts registered in the Appendices to Statements 394, drafted for the
same periods
Please send us copies of the account sheets where these economic operations were registered.”
The violation of the law by the inspectors within DGAMC with the occasion of the formal fiscal
control, performed at Farmec Sa and finalized through the Formal Inspection report on December 15,
2014, was done through the establishing as the liability of the company of a payment obligation of
the amount 67,064,505 RON, knowing that the classification of the act was wrong, a reason for which
the Court of Appeal Cluj, through sentence 46/February 18, 2016, cancelled the finding of ANAF,
which proves that the so-called fiscal control was done only to induce the idea that the company
Farmec SA is controlled and huge amounts of money are assigned to it, knowing, in fact, that the
control action shall be cancelled by the court.
Evidence No. – The explanatory Note and the Appendices 11 and 12 at RIF on December 15, 2014, in
which the DGAMC officers state that the quantity of 1,500,000 liters of refined alcohol 96,5%
contained no denaturant, in contradiction to the use of the denomination ”denatured alcohol” by the
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same officers on pages 5, 6, 8, 9 and 20 in the RIF (see evidence no. 18) and the creation of the idea
that the alcohol which benefited from the reimbursement of the excise duties was denatured, failing
to observe the provisions at art 200 and 206 in the Methodological Norms of enforcement of the
Fiscal Code, but the RIF does not present these irregularities regarding the unfounded benefit
regarding the exemption from the payment of excise duties corresponding to this quantity of alcohol
not really denatured.
The violation of the law by the inspectors from DGAMC was also done with the occasion of
the third formal fiscal control, developed at Farmec SA and finalized through the protocol on June 21,
2017, in which it was stated the finding of a lack of influences, established based on crossed
verification reports, formally performed, because it was not mentioned to the taxpayers what
accounting documents they must present, a circumstance that favored the economic agents, for
which the crossed verification was performed, to present incomplete information which do not
reflect the real economic operations.
Additionally, the fiscal control in 2017 made no verifications regarding the documents
presented by Farmec SA to the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations
with the occasion of each reimbursement request of excise duties which resulted in the issuance of
the reimbursement decisions of important amounts representing legal obligations due to the
national budget by the company and corresponding to the use of large quantities of alcohol, refined
and not denatured.
The fiscal inspectors have finalized the control with the conclusion that they found no fiscal
deficiencies, even if they made no crossed verifications regarding the reality of the documents
presented by Farmec SA to the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations
with the occasion of each reimbursement request of excise duties which resulted in the issuance of
the reimbursement decisions of important amounts representing legal obligations due to the
national budget by the company and corresponding to the use of large quantities of alcohol, refined
and not denatured, and in the case of the incompliances / differences with + and – signs which result
from statements 394 and 390, totalizing more than 20 million EUR without VAT, in the relation
Farmec Sa – clients and suppliers in the country and abroad, they made formal verifications, they
requested imprecise and incomplete accounting documents based on which the rectifying
statements presented by the employees of the company to the Public Finances Department in the
last two years were drafted.
The practice of the General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers to perform
formal controls and to draft legally cancellable control documents, is also confirmed through the
manner in which the fiscal inspection is performed at Farmec SA, begun in November 2018, in the
conditions in which it was approved the suspension of the fiscal control for a period of 6 months, for
Farmec SA to be able to prepare the necessary information, without for the fiscal inspectors to order
measures to request from the General Customs Department the documents within the period 20072019, in order to compare the requests of the company and their attached documents , based on
which the reimbursement decisions were issued by ANAF, in order to compare them with the
documents foreseen by law as being binding for the granting of the benefit of excise duties
exemption.
DGAMC failed again to observe the findings and remedy measures ordered through the
report of the Audit Court in 2013, including with respect to the measure regarding the performance
of the fiscal inspection by the inspectors from other departments than Cluj department in order to
avoid the influences already manifested in the case of the previous formal controls performed at
Farmec SA.
Exemplification regarding the situation of the incompliances presenting differences between
Farmec SA si Metro Cash&Carry Romania of more than 9,600,000 RON without VAT, differences
between Farmec SA and Carrefour Romania of more than 9,600,000 RON without VAT, differences
between Farmec SA and Romania Hypermarche (CORA) of more than 3,300,000 RON without VAT
with “+” sign and more than 1,700,000 RON without VAT with “-“ sign, differences between Farmec
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SA and DM Drogherie of more than 1,700,000 RON without VAT, differences between Farmec SA,
clients and suppliers from the Great Britain of more than 1,328,000 RON without VAT, differences
between Farmec SA, clients and suppliers from Germany of more than 444,000 RON without VAT,
only for the period within 2007-2011.
The fiscal inspectors made superficial crossed verifications, because they requested to the
economic agents only “copies of the account sheets where the economic operations were
registered”, without requesting copies of the invoices issued by Farmec SA and registered at clients,
NIRs, buying and selling records, analytical account sheets for the accounts 401 and 411, analytical
balances for suppliers and clients, synthetic balances, CMRs, CMR centralizer, with the mentioning of
the own or rented mean of transport, the name of the driver or of the delegate, their PIN and also
road transport agreements.
Evidence No. 24 – The internal audit report drafted by the ANAF Integrity Department (page 161), in
which it is presented: “the violation of the law within the period after 2012 until now (2018) similar
to the findings of the Audit Court for the period 2007-2011 with respect to the lack of any ANAF
verification by the excise duties department on the reimbursement date of the excise duties and by
the General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers (DGAMC) on the performance date
of the fiscal inspection. Following the verifications of the documents attached by the economic
operator to the reimbursement requests, and also of the documents mentioned by the control teams
in the protocols as verified, the opinion of the internal control team is that the manner in which the
fiscal body granted the right for reimbursement of excise duties to SC Farmec SA, within the period
2014-2016, has similarities with certain aspects found by the Audit Court in the report drafted in
2012, respectively a possible deficiency regarding the verification of all justifying documents
regarding the use in the manufacturing process of the cosmetic products of denatured ethylic
alcohol, respectively the specific consumption for the products that included denatured ethylic
alcohol in correlation with the manufacturing recipes / specifications”.
The General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers made no verifications
following the petitions of the undersigned to ANV, registered under No. 68342, on November 29,
2011, No. 34021 on July 05, 2012 and No. 7565 on February 14, 2012, and the ones directly
addressed to DGAMC, registered under No. 1149815 on May 06, 2014, No. 1164267 on June 27,
2014, No. 1177438 on July 25, 2014, No. 66755 on July 29, 2015, No. 91 on October 26, 2016 and No.
915705 on September 14, 2017, which remained unsettled.
The General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers failed to request from the
General Customs Department the documents presented by Farmec SA to the Surveillance
Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations, within the period 2011-2018, with the
occasion of each reimbursement application of the excise duties, respectively the related documents
regarding the effective consumption, the fiscal inspection protocols for the reimbursement of the
excise duties and the reimbursement decisions of the excise duties and it did not performed and
settled the Petition to DGAMC registered under No. 915705 on September 14, 2017.
Evidence No. 25 – The petition registered under No. 915705 / September 14, 2017 and the
answers communicated by DGAMC, from which content it can be established that, even if I have
presented evidences that Farmec SA obtained, within the period 2007-2017, reimbursement
decisions of the excise duties without presenting the documents foreseen by Law, officers of DGAMC
made formal controls and were limited to the analysis of the fiscal risk, without making the legal
verifications mentioned in the petition of the undersigned.
The management of the General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers,
represented by the General manager Misa Ionut, knew and tolerated both the frauds with ecisable
goods and suspect fictive services, performed by Farmec SA, and also the violation of the legal
provisions foreseen at art. 108 and art. 118 paragraph 5 in chapter V of the Fiscal Procedure Code,
because the fiscal officers made no verifications regarding the reality of the invoices for alcohol
containing products, issued by this economic agent to clients in the country and abroad, in the
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conditions in which it was notified including with respect to the fact that, in the period in which it
obtained decisions for the reimbursement of the excise duties, in the Farmec accountancy there
were registered on provisions invoices amounting more than 70 million RON which were
subsequently registered on non-deductible expenses.
Evidence No. 26 – the e-mail on September 08, 2014, sent by the undersigned to the address
ionut.misa@anaf.ro, which contains the intimations and evidences sent to the General Manager
Ionuţ Mişa, after he received me in audience, and in which I presented to him explanations regarding
frauds, including the intimations and evidences regarding the fiscal frauds registered at DGAMC
under No. 14324 / February 17, 2015, 1177438 / July 25, 2014 and No. 1149815 / May 06, 2014.
The Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations within the General
Customs Department, within the period 2007-2018 ordered the reimbursement of the excise duties
upon the request of Farmec SA, outside the conditions foreseen by law, respectively:
- without for the economic agent to present to the territorial fiscal authorities the
centralizing situation and related documents regarding the effective consumption of the alcohol
quantities used for the purpose for which the excise duties exemption is granted, as foreseen at
point 22 paragraph 34 in the Methodological Norms of enforcement of the Fiscal Code.
- without for the officers of the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations
to make crossed verifications regarding the reality and legality of the invoices issued by Farmec SA
for alcohol containing products and which benefited from the reimbursement of the excise duties
and which, subsequently, were closed in the accountancy through the registration on non-deductible
expenses, or were cancelled and the products are registered as reintroduced in the inventory of the
company, verifications which make possible the establishing if these invoices were registered at
clients based on NIRs, if the products were effectively delivered and, respectively, if they were
returned and re-entered in the patrimony of Farmec.
-- without for the refined alcohol to have been denatured, with the violation of the
provisions foreseen at art. 200 and art. 206 in the Methodological norms of enforcement of the Fiscal
Code which regulate the obligation of the denaturation, and from the attached accounting
documents, it results the fact that the alcohol was not denatured.
- without for the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations to make
verifications regarding the legal regime of the alcohol used in the manufacturing process, considering
that Farmec SA purchased non-excisable isopropyl alcohol, entirely used in the manufacturing
process, and also refined alcohol, non-denatured, which was not entirely used in the manufacturing
process, but which benefited from reimbursements of excise duties , and the failure to make this
verification enabled the company to declare that it used ethylic alcohol for the products for which, in
reality, it used non-excisable isopropyl alcohol, in the conditions in which, on a monthly basis, the
directors of the company compensated the value of the excises with the VAT due from the current
activity.
(Example: the products from the Triumf range of products, used for cleaning, for which
manufacturing process non-excisable alcohol was used, and the company, in order to justify the
quantity of ethylic alcohol stated, in a false manner, the fact that within the controlled period, it used
ethylic alcohol for these products, and within the period before and after the controlled period, for
the same products, it used non-excisable isopropyl alcohol, in the conditions in which on the product
it was mentioned that the original recipe is used, meaning isopropyl alcohol. Only following a
verification of the entire alcohol quantity purchased by the company, excisable and non-excisable,
correlated with the manufacturing recipes, and also with the use in the manufacturing process of all
types of alcohol, it can be established if the excisable alcohol was really used in the manufacturing
process of the products).
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- - without the existence of the verifications regarding the reality of the deduction noted on
stocks, perishable character and manufacturing losses and of the justifying documents for their
registration
Evidence No. 27 – the accounting documents presenting the fact that the alcohol was not denatured
(the Explanatory note and purchase invoices for non-denatured alcohol, preparation reports, DAI,
CMR, sealing reports at supplier, unsealing reports at beneficiary, NIR).
Evidence No. 28 - Excerpt from the annual audit report drafted by KPMG for Farmec SA, according to
which “In 2006 the company registered compensations between receivables and debts towards 45
partners. The gross value of the debts and receivables representing the object of the compensation
was of 52,298,282 RON. The compensations were done especially with the large store chains and the
national budget (VAT compensation with alcohol excise duties).”
Evidence No. 29 – the intimation of the undersigned addressed to the General Customs Department
and registered under No. 28979 / October 20, 2017, and with this occasion Mr. Bogdan Lari Mihei
was replaced with Mr. Marius Atomei on the position of general Manager of this department, but the
intimation was not settled, in the sense that the General Customs Department did not request from
the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations a copy of the documents
presented by Farmec SA with the occasion of each reimbursement application for excise duties and
related documents regarding the effective consumption of alcohol in the manufacturing process of
the products exempted from the payment of excise duties, and also reimbursement decision of the
excise duties by this company, within the period 2007-2018, even if I presented relevant documents,
for the justification of the intimation.
Evidence No. 30 - The intimations of the undersigned, sent to ANV in 2011 and 2012 and to
DGAMC in 2014 and the Report in 2013 of the Audit Court, based on which it established “The delay
of the fiscal inspection at Farmec SA” (page 148) which prove that fact that only following the
repeated intimations of the undersigned at various institutions, a fiscal inspection was opened at
Farmec SA, but all activities performed by the ANAF representatives has a pure formal character,
without the desire to perform a real verification of the multiple signalized law violations, the
acknowledgement of the frauds and their stopping
The General Department against Fiscal Fraud made no verifications for the establishing of
the reality of the documents foreseen by law with respect to the use of the excised products and the
fulfillment of the legal conditions to benefit from the exemption from the payment of the excise
duties and to be able to issue reimbursement decisions of the paid ones, in the case of Farmec SA
and ignored also the orders of the ANAF president, issued following the petition addressed to him,
and registered under No. 180725 on February 14, 2018, the intimation of the undersigned to ANAF
being closed after only 5 days from registration (!).
The General Department against Fiscal Fraud – central structure did not follow the
fact that, for seven months, the Department against Fraud Section 7 Sibiu failed to fulfill the binding
measures of the General Department, sent with the occasion of the petitions of the undersigned No.
24825 / August 29, 2017 and No. 856 / September 14, 2017 and the measures ordered by the ANAF
president, ordered following the petition of the undersigned No. 180725 / February 14, 2018.
The Antifraud Department Section 7 Sibiu communicated to me that they still assess the
fiscal risk in the context in which I, the undersigned, have presented evidences that the employees
of Farmec Sa formulate reimbursement applications of excise duties without presenting the
documents foreseen at point 22 paragraph 34 in the Enforcement Norms of the Fiscal Code, in the
conditions in which Laurenţiu Pusdercă, the manager of this structure of the Antifraud Department,
comes from the customs structure which issued the reimbursement decisions of excise duties to
Farmec SA, violating the law, which explains the violation by it of the provisions of art. 45 of Law
No. 188/1999, in the sense that he failed to fulfill the binding measures ordered by the ANAF
president and the General Antifraud Department.
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Evidence No. 31 – address No. A-DAF 22496/August 01, 2017 of the General Antifraud
Department – the central structure which contains main and secondary objectives with respect to:
”the verification of the documents…, concordances between the quantities of delivered and takenover denatured ethylic alcohol…., the manner of use of the ethylic alcohol, denatured or nondenatured in the manufacturing process of the cosmetic products…, the inventory through survey of
the factual stocks of goods / raw materials…, the verification of the operations resulting from
intercommunity acquisitions, etc”, binding measured not observed by Pusderca Laurentiu
Evidence No. 32 – the resolution of the ANAF president “for analysis and legal measures, with the
adequate analysis of all notified aspects”, adopted with the occasion of the petition of the
undersigned No. 180725 / February 14, 2018, binding measures not observed by Pusderca Laurenţiu,
in the sense that he did not request from the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs
Operations the documents presented by Farmec SA, within the period 2007-2018, for the obtaining
of the reimbursement decisions of excise duties, he did not notify the Public Prosecutor’s Office and
closed after 5 days the petition of the undersigned on September 14, 2017, without the verifications
regarding the frauds mentioned in the petitions to DGAF.
Evidence No. 33 – petitions to DGAF closed without verifications
The Legal Department of ANAF failed to adopt the legal measures, as legal representative of this
institution, aggrieved party in the criminal investigation file 3164/P/2012 of the Public Prosecutor’s
Office attached to Bucharest Court, it did not consider and settle the requests of the undersigned
and it did not request from the court to complete the file with the thousands of evidences absent
from the file or, at least, to request from the Public Prosecutor’s Office the entire file consisting of 53
volumes, in the conditions in which only two volumes were sent to the court.
Evidence No. 34 – The address of the Public Prosecutor’s Office attached to the Bucharest Court,
which presents that the criminal investigation file has 53 volumes and the petitions of the
undersigned on May 18, 2016 and September 14, 2016 through which I have notified the Legal
department regarding the absence of many evidences from the file and also regarding the failure to
submit the entire file of criminal investigation.
Evidence. 35 – The Report of the general Department of Integrity – (excerpts):
- “it mentions that the criminal file No. 3164/P/2012 investigated by the Public Prosecutor’s
Office attached to Bucharest Court was not investigated by the General legal Department. The
answer is very important because within the period January 07, 2014 – August 16, 2016, the abovementioned persons held the position of Head of the legal Service criminal cases within the General
Legal department” (page 142).
- “Mrs. Batâr Roxana Eugenia assigned the person with secretariat responsibilities to draft the
representation Mandate of the interests of ANAF in file No. 12283/3/2016 on behalf of D.G.R.F.P.
Bucharest. Previously, the named persons presented as argument the fact the on the summons there
was no reference to the criminal file No. 3164/P/2012, a false aspect, because the summons
contained this reference. This finally led to a situation in which the internal control team did not have
all legal and procedural instruments necessary to clarify what happened in the period within April 11,
2016 (the drafting date of the Representation mandate) and June 06, 2016 (its registration in the
evidences of the proxy). The consequence was represented by the fact that within this period of time
two trial dates passed, where no ANAF representative was present. Finally, following the actions
performed by DGRFP Bucharest which started to consult the archive of Bucharest Court, it was
requested to the General legal department the analysis of the opportunity to withdraw the mandate
based on the above-mentioned reasons. Therefore, we can see that, in the investigation of file
1283/3/2016 there existed no additional defenses towards the formal content of the drafted
complaints”. (page 162).
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The General Department of Integrity failed to fulfill in an adequate manner (within a
reasonable period of time, without delays) the attributions regarding the verification of the activity
of certain public officers within the ANAF structures, following the repeated intimations of the
undersigned regarding their involvement in the illegal operations developed by Farmec SA, suspect of
representing criminal acts, with the prejudicing of the national budget and of the patrimony of the
company.
The General Department of Integrity of the public officers of ANAF was notified, starting
with May 2016, regarding the fact that the officers from several ANAF departments participated
within the period 2007-2008 in the process of reimbursement of excise duties without for Farmec SA
to present the documents foreseen at point 22 paragraph 34 in the Methodological Norms of the
Fiscal Code, contributing to the development of illegal operations with excisable alcohol, with the
result of defrauding the date and the company, or they participated in formal fiscal controls
performed at this economic agent regarding the same activities of requesting and obtaining of
reimbursement of excise duties without presenting the documents foreseen by the fiscal norms.
Evidence No. 36 – intimation on December 12, 2017
The Integrity Department of ANAF failed to request from the General Customs Department
copies of each file containing the requests of Farmec SA for the reimbursement of the excise duties
for the period 2007-2018 and the related documents regarding the consumption in the
manufacturing process attached to these requests, the fiscal inspection protocols and the decisions
for the reimbursement of excise duties in order to verify if the employees of the company and the
public officers of DGV observed the provisions of point 22 paragraph 34 in the Methodological Norms
of enforcement of the Fiscal Code, considering that the documents sent by the undersigned present
the fact that Farmec SA has illegally benefited from the reimbursement of the excise duties without
presenting the documents foreseen by law, and the General Department of Administration of the Big
Taxpayers and the Department against Fiscal Fraud, declaring that it analyses the fiscal risk, have
formally settled my repeated intimations and petitions and have invoked the pretext of the fiscal
confidentiality regarding my information with respect to the legally ordered measures and findings.
Evidence No. 37 – the addresses received from the ANAF Departments
The Integrity department has delayed the internal investigation for a period of more than
two years, and the integrity inspectors Mirela Fitarau, as Service Head and Georgeta Craciun did not
request from the Excise Duties Department the requests formulated by Farmec SA for the obtaining
of the decisions for the reimbursement of the excise duties, and also the documents attached to the
applications regarding the effective consumption of alcohol in the manufacturing process, as it is
foreseen by the law, they ignored the fact that DGAMC failed to perform fiscal verifications following
the petition of the undersigned on September 14, 2017, which remained without an answer and they
also failed to request to the Fiscal Control Department within DGAMC to quantify the value of the
prejudice for the establishing of criminal nature acts and for the notification of the Public
Prosecutor’s Office, circumstances that led me to the conclusion that:
(i) there were violated the provisions of art. 45 paragraphs (1) and (2) of law 188/June 08,
1999, with respect to the order of the ANAF president issued with the occasion of the petition of the
undersigned on February 14, 2018 (evidence No. 32)
(ii) it was delayed the notification of the Public Prosecutor’s Office with all evidences,
according to art. 291 paragraph 1 Criminal Procedure Code, a situation that could attract the
intervention of the prescription of the criminal liability and the failure to recover a part of the
prejudice, accepting the unfounded motivation and written on a note to Mr. Misa Ionut, as president
of ANAF, respectively “Measures without DNA” (evidence No. 10)
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Neither Mr. Marius Toader as Manager of the Integrity Department since January 2019
contributed to the stoppage of the fiscal frauds through measured of verification and establishing of the
illegal activities of the ANAF officers who participated in or contributed to the illegal reimbursement of
certain significant values due by Farmec SA, he did not request to the General Department of
Administration of the Big Taxpayers and Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs
Operations to establish the prejudice proposed through these illegal operations and he did not notify
the Public Prosecutor’s Office following the findings and proposals from the Internal Audit Report of the
General Integrity Department.
The integrity officers responsible with the internal investigation accepted for the investigation to
be performed under the permanent guidance of Adrian Dinu, officer within the Romanian Service Of
Information, brought with power of attorney to the Integrity Department of ANAF.
The integrity officers ignored the fact that L.D. Pusderca, as Manager of the
Department against Fiscal Fraud – Section 7 Sibiu, has violated the provisions of the law foreseen at
art. 45 paragraph (2) of Law No. 188/199, in the sense of the failure to fulfill the order of the ANAF
president, following the petition of the undersigned on February 14, 2018, and the binding measures
ordered by the central structure of the general Department against Fiscal Fraud on August 31, 2018,
ordering the closing of the petition of the undersigned on September 14, 2017 and ignoring the
petition on July 31, 2017.
It is publicly known that his brother, Adrian Pusderca, is a lawyer of Brasov Bar and, in this
capacity, participates in cases and trials in which Laurentiu Dan Pusderca is involved as public officer
of ANAF, as, for instance, file No. 481/64/2009/a1 of the Court of Appeal Brasov, having as parties SC
Rolem SRL, through lawyer Pusderca Adrian – plaintiff and the Regional Department for Excise Duties
and Customs Operations Brasov – defendant, in which it was approved the vesting petition with
enforceable formula formulated against the state institution.
Daniel Diaconescu, Manager of the General Department of Fiscal Information of ANAF, was
brought of attorney on the position of Deputy manager at the Integrity Department of ANAF because
he has the procedural capacity of suspect in the criminal file regarding the business
Euroavipo/Murfatlar, investigated by the National Anticorruption Department, and Euroavipo was
the main supplier of refined alcohol of the company Farmec, to which it delivered a quantity of
1,500,000 liters of refined alcohol with a concentration of 96.5%, which was not denatured.
Evidence No. 38 – Petition on February 06, 2018 to the Integrity Department, which presents
the practice of L.D. Pusderca to perform works as Manager, and his brother is the lawyer of the
economic agent targeted by the respective works.
The fiscal officers ignored also the intimation regarding the irregularities from the first fiscal
control from Farmec SA, formally performed by the same persons who participated in the illegal
reimbursement of the excise duties and at the second preliminary control of DGAMC, which did not
consider real crossed verifications based on accounting documents regarding the reality of the
suspected operations of defrauding of the national budget and accepted the practice, for more than
10 years, of the representatives of Farmec SA that, together with the customs officers, to perform
illegal operations with alcohol and suspect fictive operations not subjected to fiscal inspections or
criminal investigations by the Public Prosecutor’s Office.
The internal control at the integrity department lasted for more than 1200 days, without
instructing to the ANAF departments legal remedy actions of the illegal activities developed by the
public officers and without the notification of the Public Prosecutor’s Office regarding the suspect
acts, a circumstance which, on one hand, was ensuring the protection of the public officers
participating in illegal operations of reimbursement of excise duties and also the protection of the
public officers blocking the fiscal inspections of ANAF or contribute to the performance of formal
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fiscal inspections and controls, only to create the idea of a legality and, on the other hand, it covered
up the notification of the Public Prosecutor’s Office regarding the abuses of the public officers and
fiscal evasion.
Moreover, the Integrity Department maintains opened a high number of internal
investigations on excessive / long periods of time, with the purpose to protect certain frauds and
certain public officers, because:
(a)
there is no centralizer, annual, quarterly, periodical balance sheet to present, in a
transparent manner, the internal control activity of the public officers and abuse prevention
(b)
there is no verification of administrative and disciplinary control of the activity of the
General Department of Integrity, regarding the commencement date of an internal control
investigation, completion date, claiming aspects, investigated aspects and performed verifications, in
real manner during the internal control, the necessary estimated time and the estimated time for the
completion of each internal investigation, and also the answer communicated to the petitioner which
does not mention the verifications performed during the internal control and the measures imposed
to hide the formal character of the internal investigation.
(c)
there is no legal provision to regulate, in a precise manner, the activity if the integrity
department, in order to prevent and hold accountable the integrity officers and not to tolerate the
abuses, the lack of transparency and the performance of formal internal controls.
The influencing of ANAF through the President of the ALFA syndicate
Bogdan Iulian Hosu requested through the application registered under No. 1924 at ANAF
the performance of controls at the companies in which I have interests and the frizzing of the shares I
hold at Farmec SA, according to the excerpt:

o “..we consider that, if there were noticed possible fiscal evasion acts performed by the
minority shareholder, to the prejudice of the state, it would be necessary the initiation of a frizzing
procedure of the shares held by this shareholder at SC Farmec Sa and the institution of the
possibility for them to be bought by the shareholders of SC Farmec SA from the state”.
Through Mr. BOGDAN IULIU HOSSU, President of CARTEL ALFA, persons from the family Turdean
filed a claim addressed to Victor Ponta , at that moment, chief of the Control Body of the
Government, led by Adrian Nastase, evidence No. 39, which result was the opening of a number of
21 fiscal inspections and controls at the companies in which I, the undersigned, and/or my wife hold
a certain capacity.
Best regards,
Nicolae Olaneanu

I attach to this document the following evidences:
1. Evidence No.2 – a document in PDF format presenting five request sets for the
reimbursement of the excise duties, fiscal control protocols with the occasion of the reimbursement
of the excise duties and decisions for the reimbursement of the excise duties, without for the
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economic agent Farmec SA to present the documents foreseen by law regarding the effective use of
alcohol in the manufacturing process.
2. Evidence No 3 – sentence No. 46/2015 of the Court of Appeal Cluj, from which it results that
the economic agent Farmec SA failed to fulfill the fiscal norms regarding the reimbursement of the
excise
3. Evidence No. 5 – The RIF on December 15, 2014, which states the fact that the fiscal
inspection was started following the intimations of the undersigned, but, in reality, the fiscal control
failed to perform the verifications included in the intimations, as it results from address No.
3770/2016 of the ANAF Department of Integrity, which confirmed that DGAMC performed no fiscal
verifications regarding the intimations of the petitioner, meaning the undersigned, as it is mentioned
in the RIF by the fiscal inspectors. From the fiscal inspection report, it results, for many times, the
formulation “denatured alcohol and appendices 11 and 12 to the fiscal inspection report, signed by
the fiscal inspectors and officers of Farmec SA, which presents the fact that the alcohol was not
denatured.
4. Evidence No. 6 – the findings of the Audit Court regarding the violation of the law by the
customs officers and remedy measures established since 2013, not fulfilled by ANAF until now
5. Evidence No. 10 – The president of ANAF, Mr. Misa Ionut, kept in the record for more than
100 days the proposal of the General Department of Integrity of notification of the competent legal
bodies regarding the possible criminal nature acts, which, in September 2018, returned to the
respective department accompanied by a note containing the handwritten observation ”measures
without DNA”, without any motivation
6. Evidence No. 11 – Explanatory note, purchase invoiced of the quantity of about 1,500,000
liters of non-denatured alcohol, preparation reports, DAI, sealing protocols at the supplier, unsealing
protocols at the beneficiary, CMR, entry – taken-over notes at Farmec SA (NIR) which present the
lack of the denaturant in the inventory of the company, a situation in which the economic agent still
benefited from decisions of the ANAF representatives for the reimbursement of the excise duties
which, in fact, were due by the beneficiary company
7. Evidence No.12 – The report of the Financial Guard – General Commissioner’s Office,
drafted on March 15, 2010, which presents the absence of the denaturant from the inventory of the
company (according to the excerpt): “From the lab test performed on ten samples of Airwick
odorizing product, sampled by the Financial Guard from the distributor from Romania of such
products manufactured by Reckitt Benckiser from Hungary it resulted the absence of the propylene
glycol denaturant from the composition of the fluid contained in the odorizing sprays”.
8. Evidence No. 13 - Explanatory Note and Appendices 11 and 12 to the Fiscal Inspection report
drafted by the General Department of Administration of the Big Taxpayers, on December 15, 2014,
which present the fact that the fiscal inspectors found out that about 1,500,000 liters of refined
alcohol contained no denaturant, but they failed to present the failure to observe the law regarding
the issuance of the reimbursement decisions of the excise duties for this quantity of refined alcohol,
even if the denaturant quantity corresponding to the transformation process in alcohol exempted
from the payment of the excise duties was not registered in the inventory of F. SA.
9. Evidence No. 14 – Court Decisions in file No. 4107/117/2013, respectively the sentence No.
14178 / October 14, 2013 and decision No. 99/2015 of the Court of Appeal Galati.
10. Evidence No. 16 - The safety data sheet of the product Air Wick, produced by Farmec SA for
Reckitt Benckiser, from which it results the non-denaturation of ethylic alcohol
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11. Evidence No. 17- The manufacturing recipe of the product „AirWick 250 ml”, a document
issued by SC Reckitt Benckiser with the office in Hungary, which was requested from this company by
the Financial Guard, through ANAF, a document filed in the criminal file with sole number
3164/P/2012 of PTB, from which it results that the product Air Wick does not contain 1.2
propanediol, the used alcohol being ethylic alcohol (ethanol), which proves the fact that the alcohol
used by Farmec SA for the product Air Wick was not denatured.
12. Evidence No. 19 - The protocol on March 30, 2009, concluded by the customs officers
(Ciuban Doru, Pop Ioan) with the occasion of the verification of the reimbursement of the excise
duties,
13. Evidence No. 20 – Excerpts of the balance sheets of the company Farmec SA, which present
the fact that the officers of the share company have registered on non-deductible expenses and
provisions more than 60,000,000 RON, equivalent to more than 15,000,000 EUR, to create the idea
that the alcohol was used in the manufacturing process and in order to obtain reimbursement
decisions regarding the excise duties legally paid and due
14. Evidence No. 21 – Protocol on June 21, 2017, concluded by the fiscal inspectors Cuc Mariana,
Minuta Angela, Nicola Horea Ioan, Ratiu Rodica Mariana
15. Evidence No. 22 - Court address to Miorita Register and the received andswer
16. Evidence No. 23 – The intimations registered at DGAMV under no. 14324 / February 17,
2015, 1177438 / July 25, 2014, 1149815/May 06, 2014 and on February 08, 2017 were sent also to
the e-mail address (ionut.misa@anaf.ro) on September 08, 2014 and February 01, 2017
17. Evidence No. 24 – The internal audit report drafted by the ANAF Integrity Department (page
161).
18. Evidence No. 25 – The petition registered under No. 915705 / September 14, 2017 and the
answers communicated by DGAMC
19. Evidence No. 26 – the e-mail on September 08, 2014, sent by the undersigned to the address
ionut.misa@anaf.ro, which contains the intimations and evidences sent to the General Manager
Ionuţ Mişa.
20. Evidence No. 27 – the accounting documents presenting the fact that the alcohol was not
denatured (the Explanatory note and purchase invoices for non-denatured alcohol, preparation
21. Evidence No. 29 – the intimation of the undersigned addressed to the General Customs
Department and registered under No. 28979 / October 20, 2017, and with this occasion Mr. Bogdan
Lari Mihei was replaced with Mr. Marius Atomei on the position of general Manager of this
department, but the intimation was not settled, in the sense that the General Customs Department
did not request from the Surveillance Department of Excise Duties and Customs Operations a copy of
the documents presented by Farmec SA with the occasion of each reimbursement application for
excise duties and related documents regarding the effective consumption of alcohol in the
manufacturing process of the products exempted from the payment of excise duties, and also
reimbursement decision of the excise duties by this company, within the period 2007-2018, even if I
presented relevant documents, for the justification of the intimation.
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22. Evidence No. 30 - The intimations of the undersigned, sent to ANV in 2011 and 2012 and to
DGAMC in 2014 and the Report in 2013 of the Audit Court, based on which it established “The delay
of the fiscal inspection at Farmec SA” (page 148)
23. Proba nr 31 – Address No. A-DAF 22496/01.08.2017 of the General Antifraud Department.
24. Evidence No. 32 – the resolution of the ANAF president “for analysis and legal measures,
with the adequate analysis of all notified aspects”, adopted with the occasion of the petition of the
undersigned No. 180725 / February 14, 2018, binding measures not observed by Pusderca Laurenţiu
25. Evidence No. 33 – petitions to DGAF closed without verifications
26. Evidence No. 34 – The address of the Public Prosecutor’s Office attached to the Bucharest
Court, which presents that the criminal investigation file has 53 volumes and the petitions of the
undersigned on May 18, 2016 and September 14, 2016 through which I have notified the Legal
department regarding the absence of many evidences from the file and also regarding the failure to
submit the entire file of criminal investigation.
27. Evidence No. 35 – Report of the General Department of Integrity
28. Evidence No. 36 – intimation on December 12, 2017 to the Integrity Department of ANAF
29. Evidence No. 37 – addresses received from the ANAF departments
30. Evidence No. 38 – Petition on February 06, 2018 to the Department of Integrity
31. Evidence No. 39 – the Court address to Miorita Register and the received answer
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